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The Layout 





OverView
Waiting Room

- In our emergency department we have a very spacious waiting room
- We have our lovely receptionist/check in table with multiple attendance
- In the waiting room we have forty chairs for our guests
- We have a dual multiple stall bathroom
- We have a snack/drink vending machine
- We offer a complete computer island because life doesn’t stop just because your in the hospital
- We have a security desk in between our guests and our on campus free daycare center and in our 

emergent/urgent department
Vitals

- Once checked-in you will visit our vitals sector 
- Out vital sector has four rooms
- In the rooms you will color coded depending on your situation

Non-Urgent / Urgent/ Emergent
- Once placed you will be placed in one of our four rooms (pediatric, psych, trauma, or standard)
- Each sector has its own nurses desk/nurses dedicated to only one section this helps the flow of the floor

Ammendites
- In our Urgent/ Emergent hall we offer a praying/ meditation room for our patients and their guests
- We have waiting chairs in each sector for our patients guests equipped with bathrooms, and snack bar

Operating room
- We have our dual operating room right next to our emergent section for easy access











● We want our patients to get their 
treatment in the best way possible unique 
to them. 

● A comforting space for medical personnel 
and patients together.  

● Limited wait time
● A comforting space for family and friends
● A stress free experience
● Make sure that HIPAA laws are enforced by 

all E.R staff
●

Goals



● There a different color codes for whether 
the case is Emergent, Urgent or Non-urgent
○ Also for what category they fall in pediatric, 

psych, or trauma
● A large waiting area fit with a charging 

station, tvs, snacks and beverages, 
computer station and a daycare to ensure 
the patients families have a more 
comforting wait. 

● Private patient rooms with equipped with 
doors

● Multiple security stations to ensure the 
safety of our guest

● We offer a praying room for our guest and 
their family in our shared urgent, and 
emergent hall

Patient Care



● Large break-room in order to decompress 
and keep our staff as happy, healthy and 
safe as possible.

● Pager system for meds and patients
● Placed throughout the ER to limit wait time
● Different tasks 
● Properly informed
● On hand 24/7 operating staff/surgeons

Medical Professionals 



In order to have effective communication, we 
have two specialized pager/ beeper systems. 
One for Med professionals to receive 
informations and communicate to other 
professionals. And another for patients to 
communicate with their med team linked to 
remotes in their rooms that request help. 

Communications



- Our hospital offers 3D printing
- Our technology has the ability to print whole organs, cells, and tissue using 

our 3D bioprinting
-  We are able to see exactly what our patients body’s need

In the case of Isla we are able to take a 3D scan of her ankle to exactly determine 
the extent the break
- Crash Carts located in each patients room
- Each cart is fully stocked with all life saving technology such as monitors, 

defibrillators, pediatric equipment, first line drugs, etc.
Beepers for medical staff
- Pagers are still used so often in critical communications because of their 

can't-be-matched reliability. They aren't affected by lapses in cellular or 
Wi-Fi coverage and very cost-effective.

Medical Technology



Thank You!


